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The resilient travel industry had its share of
gloom in the past one year. It was the first and
the hardest hit from the pandemic and would
be the last to recover. How did we hold on,
what kept us moving and what has been our
anchor in these constant high tides? Here's to
each one of us, we’ve struggled like a fish in
muddy water but we know the day will come
soon, when we rise like a Phoenix.
- By Bharti Sharma
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Unlocking newer shores
When the going gets tough, the
tough gets going; and we travel
professionals have proven that
we’re the toughest. Sitting and
sulking is deﬁnitely not our way of
life, even with the challenges of
the pandemic, so we had to do
something, right? “It might come
as a surprise to many but we
formed a new company too,
‘River Rhapsody’ that owns and
operates

riverboats
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global travel industry that when
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scratch in many destinations. We
also tried domestic travel with a
new luxury facing brand, but the
competitive landscape of selling
to the domestic market has just
made making serious margins
unviable. So now the focus is on
when we will reopen,” opines
Rajeev.
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